The paper adapts the Newton-like Extremum-Seeking Control technique to extract the maximum power from photovoltaic panels. This technique uses the gradient and Hessian of the panel characteristic in order to approximate the operating point to its optimum. The paper describes in detail the gradient and Hessian estimations carried out by means of sinusoidal dithering signals. Furthermore, we compare the proposed technique with the common Extremum Seeking Control that only uses the gradient. The comparison is done by means of PSIM simulations and it shows the different transient behaviors and the faster response of the Newton-like Extremum-Seeking Control solution.
Introduction
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithms allow photovoltaic systems to operate efficiently. For such a purpose, many authors have proposed different MPPT methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These methods have deserved attention not only from the power electronics field but also from the automatic control domain. In the domain of control theory, the group of techniques that drives systems to their OPEN ACCESS optimal operation point is named Extremum Seeking Control (ESC). Such techniques appeared during the 1950s [12, 13] and most of them use the block schema that is shown in Figure 1 . Several authors have described MPPT circuits based on ESC for photovoltaic application [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . MPPT schemas have also been applied to other power generation applications [8, 9] . The common ESC technique, which operates according to the schema of Figure 1 , allows systems to approximate to the optimal operating point, being the approximation rate proportional to the map curvature. This technique assumes that the nonlinear map is concave, thus the MPPT for PV panels work correctly under the constraint that the voltage-power characteristic is concave [2] . Consequently, certain control signals magnitudes depend on the characteristic curvature. In photovoltaic panels, the curvature of voltage-power characteristic is large when the point is at the right-side of the maximum as Figure 2 shows. This fact may cause some implementation drawbacks, such as the saturation of certain signals and undesired transient behaviors. Recently, Moase et al. [10] have proposed a new control algorithm called Newton-Like Extremum Seeking Control (NL-ESC) so that the approximation rate does not depend on the characteristic curvature, thus overcoming the aforementioned drawbacks. The NL-ESC algorithm estimates the characteristic Hessian with four dithering signals perfectly synchronized [namely, sin(ωt), cos(ωt), sin(2ωt) and cos(2ωt)]. Furthermore, Moase's paper also describes a dynamic adaptation mechanism for adjusting the amplitude of the dithering signals.
Our paper adapts the NL-ESC to extract the maximum energy from a photovoltaic panel, according to Figure 3 ; in addition, our proposed method differs from Moase's one since our method does not need a synchronization of the dithering signals. The proposed approach improves the common ESC approach since it allows a better tuning of the MPPT loop gain whereas this gain depends on the PV panel curve characteristic in common ESC. As a consequence, it can provide a gain-scheduled seeking regardless the PV characteristics.
The proposed improvement uses the external dithering signal, which is usually of constant frequency, to estimate the Hessian values. Thus, it can be extended to ESC methods reported in [5, 7, 11, 13] . It should be noted that it can not be used in other ESC methods that do not use external dithering signals and can be categorized as self-oscillating ESC methods. However, the approaching rate in self-oscillating methods usually does not depend on the PV characteristics.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we revisit the basis of NL-ESC; specifically, we describe the control schema and the operating principles. In section 3, we compare the NL-ESC and the common ESC in MPPT circuits for photovoltaic generation. Finally, we summarize the main conclusions in Section 4. 
MPPT Based on NL-ESC Method
NL-ESC requires a Hessian estimation of voltage-power characteristic. Thus in this section, we describe, first, the Hessian estimation and then the rest of blocks of the proposed MPPT diagram.
Hessian Estimation of the PV Panel Characteristic
Given a non-linear panel characteristic:
where y is the output power and x represents the generator input and considering that the input x consists of a slow signal u and a sinusoidal dithering of small amplitude u 0 and angular frequency ω 0 ; that is:
then the output power expression corresponds to:
The power Equation (3) can be approximated by the first terms of Taylor series around a given value u:
which, in turn, can be rewritten as:
It can be observed that the panel output is made up of a low frequency component, a first harmonic component at ω 0 and a second harmonic component at 2ω 0 . The information about the curvature or Hessian of the panel characteristic is associated with the second harmonic. Then, in order to extract this information, we apply a high-pass filter G(s) to the output power y, obtaining the following filtered output y f ; that is:
Then multiplying the filtered output by u 0 2 cos 2 (ω 0 t), we obtain:
It can be noted that, the Hessian information is associated with the continuous component of p. Consequently, we apply a low-pass filter, H(s), to obtain the estimation of the Hessian:
In the sequel, we state as Hessian estimation the term h, which is a proportional magnitude of the real Hessian value with opposite sign. We should remark that the filtered output power is multiplied by the term u 0 2 cos 2 (ω 0 t), thus this term must be available. This term can be implemented from the dithering signal u 0 sin(ω 0 t) by means of a dc generator plus a four-quadrant analog multiplier, according to: Figure 4 shows the Hessian estimation schema that is used to implement the MPPT based on the NL-ESC method. In Figure 4 , the high-pass filter, the low-pass filter, the multiplier element and the realization of the term u 0 2 cos 2 (ω 0 t) can be observed. The low-pass filter in the Hessian estimator corresponds to the second order transfer function:
and the high-pass filter corresponds to:
Filter parameters are illustrated in Table 1 of Section 3, where we show a specific implementation adapted to the BP-585 panel.
NL-ESC Method for MPPT in Photovoltaic Domain
The proposed MPPT based on NL-ESC method for PV purposes operates according to schema of Figure 3 , where the input signal x corresponds to the converter duty-cycle. Given that the nonlinear map block represents the PV generator, which consists of a dc-dc converter and PV panel, and the converter and panel transients are much faster than those of the MPPT loop, the PV generator can be modeled by a static nonlinear map. The PV generator operating point depends on the input signal x; this signal is the output of an integrator block plus a sinusoidal dithering signal of small amplitude. The input signal x must increase if the PV generator operates at the left of the maximum and must decrease if x is greater than the optimal point x*.
We multiply the PV generator output y by the sinusoidal dithering signal u 0 sin(ω 0 t) and then filter it to estimate the gradient; as it can be observed in Figure 1 .
It can be seen that MPPT circuits using NL-ESC, shown in Figure 3 , are slightly more complex than MPPT circuits based on ESC corresponding to Figure 1 . However, with the proposed approach, we overcome drawbacks due to large gains in the circuits when the gradient of the PV generator characteristics has a very large absolute value. We remark that the integrator input v is proportional to the gradient in MPPT circuits based on ESC [7] , and proportional to the gradient divided by the Hessian in MPPT circuits based on NL-ESC [10] .
In a practical implementation, we add some saturation blocks after the Hessian estimation sub-circuit, to prevent a very low value of the divisor. can be observed. It should be noted that the Hessian value is almost zero when the operating point x is on the left-side of the optimum. This can be seen in Figure 6 , which depicts the gradient and Hessian of the characteristic power versus input voltage in an 85 W PV panel. Thus, we must remark that when the MPPT circuit based on NL-ESC operates on the left-side of the optimum, it behaves as an MPPT based on ESC since the Hessian term is saturated by low sat V and, therefore, the variation of the PV operating point depends only on the gradient. Consequently, the approximation rate to its maximum depends on the curvature of the characteristic [11] , that it is small and approximately constant. On the other hand, on the right-side of the maximum, the approximation rate to the maximum does not depend on the curvature, since the increasing term v is divided by the Hessian, thus avoiding large values of the increasing term that may cause instabilities in the MPPT circuit. 
Comparison of ESC and NL-ESC MPPT by Means of PSIM Simulation
We compare the transient behavior of both MPPTs for a PV panel model BP585F. The nominal peak power is 85 W and the nominal optimal input voltage is 17.6 V. Table 1 shows the parameters of MPPT based on NL-ESC; specifically, the values of the dithering amplitude u 0 and frequency ω 0 , the filter parameters for H(s) and G(s), and gain constant K. Table 2 shows the parameters of the MPPT based on ESC. Figure 7 shows the PSIM schematic that consists of a PV panel, a boost DC-DC converter; a battery and the blocks of the MPPT based on NL-ESC. It can be remarked that the DC-DC converter is operated at constant switching frequency by means of a PWM circuit. The battery model takes into account the parasitic internal resistance. We have used a built-in element of PSIM v9 whose parameters are shown in Table 3 Blocks corresponding to the MPPT based on ESC are shown in Figure 8 . We omit in the Figure the PV panel and DC-DC converter blocks that are the same than those in the NL-ESC approach. 
Transient Waveform Starting at D i = 0.8
The Hessian value almost zero when the panel voltage is low, as depicted in Figure 6 , then the Hessian term is, according to Figure 5 , saturated to low sat V . This is why both MPPTs waveforms are very similar. Waveforms corresponding to the duty-cycle transient and panel power transient are shown in Figures 9 and 10 , respectively. Nonetheless, a little difference may be noticed when the voltage is near to the optimum and the Hessian term is bigger than the saturation low limit low sat V .
Transient Waveform Starting at D i = 0.15
A low starting value of the duty-cycle in the boost converter implies a high voltage in the panel port. This means, according to Figure 6 , that the Hessian is not small in absolute value terms and consequently the Hessian term is not saturated in the NL-ESC case. The loop gain constant NL K will move inside the interval [1, 200] , and the transient behavior will be different to that of the ESC where the loop gain constant K is 200. Figures 11 and 12 show the transient waveform of duty-cycle and output power, respectively, for both MPPT approaches when the starting duty-cycle is D i = 0.15.
We can choose an adequate value of loop-gain constant K for the MPPT based on ESC for a given starting point and some given weather conditions. Nevertheless, when the starting point or weather conditions change, this value may be too big and therefore the system will become unstable or too small and the transient will be very slow. On the contrary, the equivalent loop-gain constant NL K does not depend on either the starting point or the weather condition and therefore we overcome these drawbacks. We illustrate these different behaviors in the following subsection. 
Response of MPPT Approaches in Front of Weather Conditions Change
We compare the response of both MPPTs to changes of temperature and irradiation, specifically to an abrupt temperature change from 25 °C to 50 °C at t = 1 s. A fast temperature change will involve a fast change of the optimal panel voltage, and the MPPT circuits should react in a fast and reliable manner. Although fast temperature changes are not usual, this analysis, by means of simulations, allows us to evaluate the robustness of the MPPT algorithm, and it can be tested by the connection and disconnection of panels in series. Figures 13 and 14 depict MPPT waveforms when an abrupt change of temperature occurs; both MPPTs reach the optimal point, but nevertheless the transient is different. Irradiance changes occur very often in terrestrial PV systems; this is why MPPT circuits should react in a fast and reliable manner. When irradiance changes, the optimum voltage shifts slightly; however the power output change in a great extent and, as a consequence, the MPPT signal also changes abruptly even when the MPPT operating point is near to the optimum. We note in Figures 15 and 16 that both MPPT approaches react in a correct way to abrupt change of irradiance. We also see that the transient responses are different. at t = 1 s, depict a small change in the optimal panel voltage (or the equivalent duty-cycle) in the NL-ESC approach and also illustrate that the ESC approach becomes unstable. These simulations show that an approach that takes into account the Hessian or curvature of the panel power is more reliable.
Performances of MPPTs are, in most cases, bounded by noise generated by their subcircuits [14, 15] . The noise affects performances of the MPPT based on ESC as well as based on other approaches. We show the MPPT behavior in the presence of noise by means of a simulation where we add to the power signal a square signal with the same frequency of that of the converter switching frequency and amplitude equal to 0.3 W. The added noise is much greater than ripple noise in the converter and despite the fact that this approach estimates two magnitudes; namely, the gradient and the Hessian, the results do not show any appreciable change.
Conclusions
The article reviews the technique named Newton-like Extremum Seeking Control and adapts it as MPPT circuit for photovoltaic systems. This technique uses the Hessian or curvature of the panel power to seek the maximum point. We describe the functional blocks of the proposed MPPT. Also, the paper compares this MPPT approach with an approach based on common Extremum Seeking Control. The MPPT circuits based on both approaches have been simulated with PSIM. We corroborate the different transient behavior. Simulation waveforms verify that the MPPT based on Newton-like Extremum Seeking Control is more stable. Proposals to extend the method to parallel and serial connected panels are being studied.
